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PROJECTIONS OF PLANESPROJECTIONS OF PLANES

•• A plane is a two dimensional object A plane is a two dimensional object 
having length and breadth only. having length and breadth only. 
Thickness is negligible.Thickness is negligible.



Types of planesTypes of planes
1.1. Perpendicular planePerpendicular plane which have their which have their 

surface perpendicular to any one of the surface perpendicular to any one of the 
reference planes and parallel or inclined reference planes and parallel or inclined 
to the other reference plane.to the other reference plane.

2.2. Oblique planeOblique plane which have their surface which have their surface 
inclined to both the reference planes.inclined to both the reference planes.



POSITIONS OF A PLANEPOSITIONS OF A PLANE

1.    Surface of the plane kept perpendicular to HP and 1.    Surface of the plane kept perpendicular to HP and 
parallel to VPparallel to VP

2.    Surface of the plane kept perpendicular to VP and 2.    Surface of the plane kept perpendicular to VP and 
parallel to HPparallel to HP

3.    Surface of the plane kept perpendicular to both HP 3.    Surface of the plane kept perpendicular to both HP 
and VPand VP

4.    Surface of the plane kept inclined to HP and 4.    Surface of the plane kept inclined to HP and 
perpendicular to VPperpendicular to VP

5.    Surface of the plane kept inclined to VP and 5.    Surface of the plane kept inclined to VP and 
perpendicular to HPperpendicular to HP

6.    Surface of the plane kept inclined to both HP & VP6.    Surface of the plane kept inclined to both HP & VP



PLANE SURFACES INCLINED TO PLANE SURFACES INCLINED TO 
BOTH HP AND VP BOTH HP AND VP 

Change of position method:-
 Orthographic projections of a plane surface

inclined to one reference plane are drawn by
changing the position of the plane surface from
simple position to the required position in two
stages known as the change of position method.

Three stages are given below:
1.1. Simple positionSimple position
2.2. Second positionSecond position
3.3. Final positionFinal position



SIMPLE POSITIONSIMPLE POSITION

Rule:-
 When a plane surface is parallel to HP, top

view shows its true shape & size. Therefore,
draw the top view first . Project the front view
from it.

 When a plane surface is parallel to VP, front
view shows its true shape & size. Therefore,
draw the front view first . Project the top view
from it.



Projections of Plane with its surface Projections of Plane with its surface 
Perpendicular to HP and Parallel to Perpendicular to HP and Parallel to 

VPVP



Problem 1:Problem 1:

AA squaresquare laminalamina ABCDABCD ofof sideside
4040mmmm isis perpendicularperpendicular toto HPHP andand
parallelparallel toto VPVP.. DrawDraw itsits
projectionsprojections



Projections of Plane with its surface Projections of Plane with its surface 
Perpendicular to VP and Parallel to Perpendicular to VP and Parallel to 

HPHP



Problem 2:Problem 2:

A square lamina of side 40mm is A square lamina of side 40mm is 
perpendicular to VP and parallel perpendicular to VP and parallel 
to HP. Draw its projections.to HP. Draw its projections.



Projections of a Plane with its surface Projections of a Plane with its surface 
Inclined to HP and Perpendicular to Inclined to HP and Perpendicular to 

VPVP



Problem 3:Problem 3:

AA rectangularrectangular laminalamina ofof sidessides
3030mmmm ××4040mmmm isis perpendicularperpendicular toto
VPVP andand inclinedinclined atat 3030˚̊ toto HPHP..
DrawDraw itsits projectionsprojections..



Projections of a Plane Inclined to VP Projections of a Plane Inclined to VP 
and Perpendicular to HPand Perpendicular to HP



Problem 4:Problem 4:

AA rectangularrectangular laminalamina ofof sidessides
3030mmmm ××4040mmmm isis perpendicularperpendicular toto
HPHP andand inclinedinclined atat 3030˚̊ toto VPVP..
DrawDraw itsits projectionsprojections..



Perpendicular to VP and Inclined to Perpendicular to VP and Inclined to 
HP (change of position method)HP (change of position method)

AA regularregular pentagonalpentagonal plateplate ofof sideside
2828mmmm isis placedplaced withwith oneone sideside onon
HPHP suchsuch thatthat thethe surfacesurface isis
inclinedinclined atat 4545˚̊ toto HPHP andand
perpendicularperpendicular toto VPVP.. DrawDraw itsits
projectionsprojections..



Perpendicular to HP and Inclined to Perpendicular to HP and Inclined to 
VPVP

A thin circular metal plate of A thin circular metal plate of 
48mm diameter, having its plane 48mm diameter, having its plane 
vertical and inclined at 40vertical and inclined at 40˚ to VP. ˚ to VP. 
Its center is 33mm above HP and Its center is 33mm above HP and 
25mm in front of VP. Draw its 25mm in front of VP. Draw its 
projections.projections.



ProblemsProblems

 A hexagonal plate of size 30mm is placed A hexagonal plate of size 30mm is placed 
with a side on VP and surface and surface with a side on VP and surface and surface 
inclined at 45inclined at 45˚ to VP and perpendicular to ˚ to VP and perpendicular to 
HP. Draw the projections.HP. Draw the projections.

 A circular plate of diameter 50mm is A circular plate of diameter 50mm is 
resting on HP on a point on the resting on HP on a point on the 
circumference with its surface inclined at circumference with its surface inclined at 
45˚ to HP and perpendicular to VP. Draw 45˚ to HP and perpendicular to VP. Draw 
its projections.its projections.



Projections of a plane inclined to Projections of a plane inclined to 
both HP and VP (problem from both HP and VP (problem from 

TJ)TJ)
 AA rectangularrectangular plateplate ofof sideside 5050××2525mmmm isis

restingresting onon itsits shortershorter diedie onon HPHP andand
inclinedinclined atat 3030˚̊ toto VPVP.. ItsIts surfacesurface isis
inclinedinclined atat 6060˚̊ toto HPHP.. DrawDraw itsits projectionsprojections..

 AA hexagonalhexagonal plateplate ofof sideside 3030mmmm isis restingresting
onon oneone ofof itsits sidessides onon VPVP andand inclinedinclined atat
4040˚̊ toto HPHP.. ItsIts surfacesurface isis inclinedinclined atat 3535˚̊ toto
VPVP.. DrawDraw itsits projectionsprojections..



Problem from Problem from venugopalvenugopal
Cont…Cont…

 AA hexagonalhexagonal laminalamina ofof 2424mmmm sideside hashas itsits
surfacesurface inclinedinclined atat 3030ºº toto HPHP.. ItsIts oneone sideside isis
parallelparallel toto HPHP andand inclinedinclined atat 4545ºº toto VPVP.. DrawDraw
itsits projectionsprojections..(UQ)(UQ)

 DrawDraw thethe projectionsprojections ofof aa pentagonalpentagonal sheetsheet ofof
2626mmmm side,side, havinghaving itsits surfacesurface inclinedinclined atat 3030ºº
toto VPVP.. ItsIts oneone sideside isis parallelparallel toto VPVP andand
inclinedinclined atat 4545ºº toto HPHP..(UQ)(UQ)



Problem from Problem from venugopalvenugopal

 AA thinthin rectangularrectangular plateplate ofof sidessides 5050mmmm XX 2525mmmm hashas itsits
shortershorter sideside inin thethe HPHP && inclinedinclined atat anan angleangle ofof 3030ºº toto thethe
VPVP.. ProjectProject itsits frontfront viewview whenwhen itsits toptop viewview isis aa perfectperfect
squaresquare ofof 2525mmmm sideside..(UQ)(UQ)

 AA hexagonalhexagonal laminalamina ofof 2020mmmm sideside restsrests onon oneone ofof itsits
cornerscorners onon thethe HPHP.. TheThe diagonaldiagonal passingpassing throughthrough thisthis
cornercorner isis inclinedinclined atat 4545ºº toto thethe HPHP.. TheThe laminalamina isis thenthen
rotatedrotated throughthrough 9090ºº suchsuch thatthat thethe toptop viewview ofof thisthis
diagonaldiagonal isis perpendicularperpendicular toto thethe VPVP andand thethe surfacesurface isis
stillstill inclinedinclined atat 4545ºº toto thethe HPHP.. DrawDraw thethe projectionsprojections ofof thethe
laminalamina..(UQ)(UQ)



Problem from Problem from venugopalvenugopal
Cont…Cont…

 AA circularcircular laminalamina ofof 6060mmmm diameterdiameter restsrests onon HPHP onon aa
pointpoint 11 anan thethe circumferencecircumference.. TheThe laminalamina isis inclinedinclined
toto HPHP suchsuch thatthat thethe toptop viewview ofof itit isis anan ellipseellipse ofof
minorminor axisaxis 3535mmmm.. TheThe toptop viewview ofof thethe diameterdiameter
throughthrough thethe pointpoint 11 makesmakes anan angleangle ofof 4545ºº withwith VPVP..
((ii)) DrawDraw thethe projectionsprojections.. (ii)(ii) DetermineDetermine thethe angleangle
mademade byby thethe laminalamina withwith thethe HPHP..(UQ)(UQ)

 AA thinthin squaresquare plateplate EFGHEFGH ofof 4040mmmm sideside isis havinghaving itsits
cornercorner GG onon HPHP.. DiagonalDiagonal GEGE isis inclinedinclined atat 4040ºº toto
HPHP andand diagonaldiagonal FHFH inclinedinclined atat 4040ºº toto VPVP andand
parallelparallel toto HPHP .. DrawDraw itsits projectionsprojections..(UQ)(UQ)



 A pentagonal plate of side 30mm is resting on A pentagonal plate of side 30mm is resting on 
HP on one of its corners with its surface HP on one of its corners with its surface 
inclined at 45inclined at 45°° to HP. The side opposite to the to HP. The side opposite to the 
resting corner is parallel to VP and farther resting corner is parallel to VP and farther 
away from it. Draw its projections.away from it. Draw its projections.

 A Pentagonal lamina of side 30mm is resting A Pentagonal lamina of side 30mm is resting 
on HP with one of its corner. The surface is at on HP with one of its corner. The surface is at 
60º to HP. The edge opposite to this corner is 60º to HP. The edge opposite to this corner is 
parallel to VP and further nearer to it. Draw its parallel to VP and further nearer to it. Draw its 
projections.projections.



 AA hexagonalhexagonal plateplate ofof sideside 3030mmmm hashas oneone ofof itsits
cornerscorners onon HPHP andand thethe oppositeopposite cornercorner onon VPVP.. TheThe
plateplate makesmakes anan angleangle ofof 6060ºº withwith HPHP andand 3030ºº withwith VPVP..
DrawDraw thethe projectionsprojections ofof thethe plateplate..

PracticePractice::--
 AA circularcircular laminalamina ofof diameterdiameter 7070mmmm hashas thethe oneone endend

AA ofof thethe circularcircular laminalamina onon HPHP andand thethe oppositeopposite endend
onon VPVP.. DrawDraw itsits projectionsprojections whenwhen itsits surfacesurface isis
inclinedinclined atat 5050ºº toto HPHP andand 4040ºº toto VPVP..

 AA circularcircular plateplate ofof 5050mmmm diameter,diameter, appearsappears asas anan
ellipseellipse thethe frontfront view,view, havinghaving itsits majormajor axisaxis 5050mmmm
longlong andand minorminor axisaxis 3030mmmm longlong.. DrawDraw thethe toptop view,view,
whenwhen thethe majormajor axisaxis ofof thethe ellipseellipse isis horizontalhorizontal..



 A pentagon of side 30mm rests on the ground
on one of its corners with the sides containing
the corner being equally inclined to the
ground. The side opposite to the corner on
which it rests is inclined at 30° to the VP and
is parallel to the HP. The surface of the
pentagon makes 50° with the ground. Draw the
top and front views of the pentagon.

 AA hexagonalhexagonal laminalamina ofof sideside 3030mmmm restsrests onon oneone
ofof itsits edgesedges onon HPHP.. ThisThis edgeedge isis parallelparallel toto VPVP..
TheThe surfacesurface ofof thethe laminalamina isis 6060ºº toto HPHP.. DrawDraw
itsits projectionsprojections..



Problem from Problem from venugopalvenugopal
Cont…Cont…

 AA squaresquare laminalamina ABCDABCD ofof 6060mmmm sideside withwith
oneone ofof itsits edgeedge onon HPHP.. AndAnd laminalamina inclinedinclined atat
anan angleangle 4545°° toto HPHP.. AndAnd oneone ofof itsits edgeedge
inclinedinclined atat anan angleangle 3030°° toto VPVP..

 AA semisemi--circularcircular laminalamina ofof 6464mmmm diameterdiameter hashas
itsits straightstraight edgeedge inin VPVP andand inclinedinclined atat anan angleangle
ofof 4545ºº toto HPHP.. TheThe surfacesurface ofof thethe laminalamina makesmakes
anan angleangle ofof 3030ºº withwith VPVP.. DrawDraw thethe projectionsprojections..



ENDEND



Continue…(problem from RB)Continue…(problem from RB)

 A square lamina ABCD of 60mm side with one of A square lamina ABCD of 60mm side with one of 
its edge on HP and lamina inclined at an angle its edge on HP and lamina inclined at an angle 
4545˚ to HP and one of its edge inclined at an ˚ to HP and one of its edge inclined at an 
angle 30˚ to VP.angle 30˚ to VP.

 A regular hexagonal lamina of 40mm side is A regular hexagonal lamina of 40mm side is 
resting on one of its corner on HP. Its surface is resting on one of its corner on HP. Its surface is 
inclined at 45inclined at 45˚ to HP. The plan of the diagonal ˚ to HP. The plan of the diagonal 
through the corner which on HP makes an angle through the corner which on HP makes an angle 
of 45˚ with XY. Draw its projections.of 45˚ with XY. Draw its projections.


